What This Bill Does

1. Over the next decade, the COMMUNITY FOOD & WATER and FARM BILL directs public dollars to create a comprehensive economic infrastructure to:

   - Establish successful, local and regional economies dependent on regenerative food and water systems to capture carbon and sustain life
   - Revive local perennial landscapes and ecosystem health
   - Establish research system to capture Local Ecological Knowledge (LEK) to support enduring regenerative food and water economies
   - Establish fair trade arrangements to advance local and regionally-organized regenerative economies globally
   - Establish legal infrastructure grounded in Community Rights and Rights of Nature

2. Places the right to food and water at the center of every local economy and integral to their success

3. Restores health to ecosystems and cools the planet

4. Aligns our public investments with our needs to establish successful local economies dependent on healthy ecosystems and creates a strong foundation for the future